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Dealing With A Fussy Eater
Author: Simon Foden

When a pet dog refuses to eat, the problem is either physical or psychological. When a pet dog refuses to eat, his 
owner pleads with him and tries to tempt him with food fed by hand. If the dog is sufficiently neglected and 
bored he may try this to get attention. An intelligent owner will counter this common canine play by giving his 
dog companionship, exercise and stimulation.

This is normally all that is required to encourage the dog to resume his normal dietary habits. Boredom or 
distraction can put a dog off of his food from time to time, so ensure that he is stimulated and engaged.

How can you handle the problem of a dog that refuses to eat not because he is neglected, but spoiled? Simply 
remove his food bowl after half an hour, and present it again only at the next meal time. Spoiled dogs are often 
obese too, so it will do no harm to skip one meal. Please do not serve him the same food, as it may have started 
to degrade. You may notice it, but your dog and his super sensitive olfactory organs will. It sometimes doesn't 
occur to some owners that their dog's lack of appetite may be caused from less than fresh meals or just a dirty 
bowl.

Food that is unfit for humans is unfit for your dog too. Dogs can be suspicious of any new food and they 
typically demonstrate a preference for meals that are dry or moist, finely chopped, or chunky. You can add taste 
appeal with a little chopped onion or garlic, or a beaten egg yolk. Most dogs love liver and bacon, which either 
can be mixed into their regular feed in small amounts. This knowledge may enable you to coax a fussy dog back 
into a regular eating routine, but often their stubborn refusal to eat is more persistent.

The most effective appetite stimulant is aroma and the most effective condiment is hunger. If you have given 
your dog dry food and raw meat, it may smell better if the meat is seared or the dry food is moistened. A 
spoonful of brewer's yeast sprinkled on his meal, is another good appetite awakener. Many dogs skip their noon 
meal entirely during hot weather. Let your pet follow his natural instinct. Fasting is an instinctive animal 
remedy for minor digestive disorders, however if he refuses food for more than 24 hours, you should have your 
veterinarian examine him.

Being chronically underweight or demonstrating sudden weight loss may be due to a physical malfunction and 
is definitely a danger signal. A voracious appetite combined with a loss of weight is one of the symptoms of 
internal parasites. All of these symptoms require the attention of your veterinarian, for he alone is competent to 
diagnose the cause and to prescribe the treatment.

A young puppy that refuses to eat should cause concern immediately. A healthy diet is vital to his future well-
being, and since his tiny stomach holds very little at a time, a missed meal is nourishment lost forever. Before 
you alert the vet or your puppy's breeder, you should verify that his loss or appetite is not due to one of several 
easily remedied causes:

- Your puppy misses his litter-mates. (Try keeping him company and you may try hand feeding him for a while, 
but do not make a habit of it, especially with toy breeds.)

- His feeding times do not coincide with his hunger. (Adjust your schedule to suit his appetite.)

- He is too nervous to eat. (Avoid the excitement of play and visitors, just before and after his meal times.)

- His food is too tough or chunky for his teeth to handle. (Chop it finely, or soften it by soaking. Teething 
puppies often go off their feed and need a softer diet during this period.)



- He has problems with his food dish. (Young puppies eat most easily from a flat dish, like a pie plate. Later on, 
long nosed breeds should be given a deeper dish. For long eared breeds, there are special deep tapered bowls 
which prevent their ears from dragging in their food.)

All dog owners will experience an episode where their pet loses his appetite. Most of the time, it is a brief blip 
for an otherwise healthy dog but it is important to rule out medical problems. Knowing your dog and being able 
to identify other changes in behaviour and appearance are key to promptly identifying whether your dog is 
unwell or simply refusing to eat for a day or two. Dogs may lose interest in food due to a stomach bug or a 
general feeling on illness, this is a normal and should not cause undue alarm, provided you are able to spot the 
differences.

The key to your dog's fussy eating habits?

Some dogs will lose their appetite because something is blocking their digestive tract. As we should all know by 
now, dogs aren't naturally fussy eaters so they will occasionally snack on things that they simply can't digest. 
Once this happens, the appetite quickly abates.

Often, the cause is remarkably easy to fix. Dirty food bowls will contain decomposing food stuffs, especially 
plastic bowls which are harder to get clean. It is interesting to note how many fussy eaters change their ways 
when offered a new food bowl.

There are many causes to a lost appetite and all should be monitored, but rest assured that in most cases, it is a 
temporary and non serious problem. But always exercise vigilance and make sure that you are the person best 
qualified to spot problems by getting to know your dog's habits from an early age.
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RESOURCES:

Think about changing your dog's diet, for the best prices online, visit 
www.partnerspets.com and www.bestpet.co.uk to compare and search through 1,000's of 
products.

http://www.partnerspets.com/
http://www.bestpet.co.uk/

